Service Activities Master List 2020-21
UN Goal

Group Name

Action Against Poverty

Nutritious vegetables

Random Acts of Kindness
(RAOK)

Move it Move it!

Social English Superstars

QEC
(Quality Education Club)

NIS Guide book

NIS Student Magazine

Action

Raising awareness: making posters

Growing vegetables for increased nutrition

Plan and carry out random acts of kindness.
Arrange trips to the blind and deaf schools to play with
the children.
This group will arrange a series of sports events for
different students in school eg ASAs and lunchtime
games including the Moveathon. The goals are
improved health and fitness and also awareness of
diseases such as Parkinsons. The group will create
posters to advertise the events.
Watch, discuss, take notes with the students about a
documentary video
Visit Chinese local school to collaborate with Chinese
local students. We create survey for the students to
know their needs that they have and try to solve the
needs together. Blending the best of the IB system
and the best of the Chinese system to make the
perfect education system.
Create NIS guidebooks for the foreign new students to
understand school system; such as Veracross, award,
class etc. We will also put the vocabularies at the end
of the book(English to Korean and Chinese) so that
students with language problem can get some help.
Create a regular magazine to showcase student
creative writing pieces and artwork

Me and myself and I

I would maybe explain using video or a book which
would contain things that an IB school would learn and
do, therefore people would have more wisdom on IB
learning.

Language barrier breakers

Recycling crayons in school and making a video on
how to recycle crayons and sending it to Ray of Light.

Gender Z
Blue Hero

Links to external
organisations

Raise awareness of Gender issues through social
media and posters.

Blind School
and Ting Ting
Deaf school

YOPP

Local Chinese
School

The Nanjinger

Ray of Light

Instagram
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Why waste water?

Make it! Sell it!

Brown
Green

Energy
Efficient NIS

Solarization

Raising awareness of the problems of water shortage
and ways to save water.

Creating social enterprises by making new products
out of old ones. This will have environmental and
social benefits.

To create a video and or infographic regarding NIS’s
energy consumption and carbon emissions.
We plan to make our school more sustainable by
installing more solar panels and guaranteeing
renewable energy in our school, and our goal for this
semester is to present our idea for solar panels to Ms.
Clarke.

Recycled Bags

To learn (each person) how to make the prototype
bags by using the Sewing machine. Imitate.

Reuse Recycle

Sustainable Fabrics
Collecting and recycling paper
Crayon recycling

Precious Plastics

Creating new plastic products from used plastics

Animal Lovers

Make posters, raise awareness.
Earn money and donate to Ping An A Fu.
Find an organization to work with
How we earn money : We can earn money by making
things and selling them at NIS.

Compost Crew

Compost food waste

Green Fingers

Grow plants for nutrition, climate action and health.

Ping An A Fu
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The Ali group

Empower students by understanding the difference
between bullying and teasing and how to stay safe
online and at school.

